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Ekdahl Distinguished Lecture Series:
Ryan Gravel | Oct. 25 at 4:30pm

Ryan Gravel, Urban Planner, Founding Principal at Sixpitch;
October 25, 2017 | 4:30PM, Regnier Forum
Lecture Title: Where We Want to Live - Reclaiming Infrastructure for a New Generation of Cities

Gravel is an urban planner, designer, and author working on infrastructure, concept development, and policy as the founder of Sixpitch. His master’s thesis launched the Atlanta Beltline, which through fifteen years of progress, is now changing both the physical form of his city and the decisions people make about living there. Alongside other projects at Sixpitch and research on similar “catalyst infrastructure” projects around the world, Ryan’s book, "Where We Want to Live," (St. Martin's Press, 2016), investigates this cultural side of infrastructure, describing how its intimate relationship with our way of life can illuminate a brighter path forward.

Weigel Library
Weigel Library Updates

Photo shoot went well -
Thanks to the APDesign students who worked with the University photographer taking photos in the new Weigel Thursday morning. I am sure the K-State Libraries' magazine article will be informative about our outstanding new library space, especially with our students' photos scattered throughout the story "studying, reading periodicals, enjoying the LEGOs and socializing". Thanks again to those students who spent a

Calendar of Events:
Oct. 23
Transfer Visit Day

Oct. 25
Ekdahl Distinguished Lecture
Ryan Gravel | Regnier Forum |
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Alumni Honorees Visit
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Oct. 27
Architecture Accreditation (NAAB)

Nov. 1
Principal Counselor Day

Nov. 2
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Nov. 3
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portion of their morning to show off their new library.

**Gravel lecture display** -
Before Ryan Gravel lectures Wednesday, October 25, read how his Georgia Tech Master's thesis "birthed the idea for redeveloping old, unsightly rail infrastructure into the Atlanta Beltline." Lots of resources about Gravel, including his new book "Where we want to live: reclaiming infrastructure for a new generation of cities", are on display and available for checkout.

**Reserve fines** -
Students, please pay attention to the due dates and times of reserve items you check out from Weigel. If a reserve item is a 2-hour reserve - that means it is due back to Weigel in two hours, not 3 ½ hours or whenever it is convenient for you to return it. You are told the due date and time when you check out and you receive an activity report in your email as well. You have no excuse and fines are adding up.

**Tools for Trade - Oct 24 | 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.**
"Tools for Trade" is an opportunity for upper-level APDesign students to sell their design tools and supplies to ENVD students. The Environmental Design Student Association event will take place one day only on Tuesday, October 24th from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m outside of Regnier Forum (S1117). All transactions will occur in cash only and directly from buyer to seller. Please bring change.

**Competition - Make This Space Your Place**
MAKE THIS SPACE YOUR PLACE

SEATING + SCULPTURE

COMPETITION 2017

Group registration deadline

Nov 1

Each group must include at least two APD disciplines and one ENVD student. Email Tara Bray at tabelle@ksu.edu with the names and disciplines of your team.

Nov 3-5 Weekend Competition | Food Provided